American Club Sessions 2017-2018

1.

Lesson plan

Date

Greetings (Conversations in pairs).

27.09

Grammar: To be: am, is, are.
Reading e-mails.
Introducing yourself. Giving personal
information (Conversational game).
Vocabulary: Everyday objects. Grammar:
Plurals.
Listening: Buying by phone.
Questions: What is / are? Asking and
answering personal information
(Conversations in pairs).
Roleplay: Buying by phone (in pairs).
2.

Vocabulary: Countries and nationalities.
Quiz: ‘Are you international?’ Crossword
activity ‘Countries and nationalities’ (in
groups of 3-4).
Grammar: To be (questions and
negatives). Asking about nationalities
(conversational game in groups of 3 - 4).
Conversational game: ‘Where are you
from?’
Free time activities in the USA and Estonia
(discussion).
Vocabulary: Free time activities. Favourite
things.
Listening: ‘My favourite things’.

04.10

Grammar: Possessive adjectives and
possessive ‘s.
Talking in groups of 4: ‘Finding out
people’s favourite things.’
3.

Modern world: ‘Celebrations in the USA

11.10

and Estonia’ (discussion).
Vocabulary: Family occasions and
celebrations (verbs and nouns).
Reading: ‘The USA. My family
celebrations.’
Grammar: Present Simple (positive).
Talking in groups of 3; Describing a typical
/ special day.
Communication and technology, ways of
communicating (discussion).
Grammar: Present Simple (negatives and
questions).
Conversation:’ Are you an Internet
person?’ (in groups of 3-4).
4.

American favourite holiday destinations
(discussion).
Vocabulary: Objects you take on holiday.
Grammar: A/an, some/any.
Conversations in pairs: ‘I always take…. I
never take…… on holiday.’
Vocabulary: Transport, ways of travelling.
Reading: ‘Travelling with Tim Hall’.

25.10

Conversations in groups of 3: ‘My holiday
plans. I want to travel to…… .’
5.

'The collectors'.Talking about possessions

08.11

(discussion).
Vocabulary: Objects that people collect.
Grammar: Have got.
Quiz and discussion: Are you a collector?
(in groups of 3-4).
'Top sports in the USA and Estonia'
(discussion).
Vocabulary: Sports.
Talking about sports you like / hate (in
pairs).
Listening: Sports in Canada.
Grammar: Verbs + -ing.
Class survey on sports.

6.

‘Do you like shopping?’ Shopping around
the world (discussion).
Vocabulary: Clothes and sizes.
Listening: ‘A conversation in a department
store’.
Conversations in pairs: Shopping for
clothes.
Shopping in the USA (discussion).
Useful language: Asking for information in
a shop.

22.11

Conversations in pairs: Shopping for
presents.

7.

Christmas and New Year celebrations and

06.12

traditions in the USA and Estonia.
Christmas vocabulary.
Favourite Christmas activities (discussion).
‘We wish you a Merry Christmas’ song
(singing).
Christmas crossword (in groups of 3-4).
New Year’s Resolutions (in pairs)
Conversations: Describing a typical family
Christmas or New Year’s celebration (in
pairs).

8.

Favourite places in Estonia.

2018

Vocabulary: Places in the city. Adjectives
to describe places.
Grammar: There is / are.
Talking about places you know in the USA
and Estonia (conversational game).
The weekend. Talking about how often you
do things (discussion).
Vocabulary: Everyday activities.
Grammar: Adverbs of frequency.
Listening: Free time activities around the
world.

10.01

Class survey on weekend activities.
9.

Office … or living room? (describing

24.01

rooms).
Vocabulary: rooms, furniture in an office,
living room etc.
Listening: ‘Moving in’.
Activity in groups of 2-3: crossword
‘Rooms. Furniture.’
Talking in pairs: describing a room
(furniture).
Grammar: Prepositions of place.
Conversations: Drawing and describing a
room.
10. Family traditions (discussion).

07.02

Vocabulary: Family and friends.
Conversations in pairs: Describing your
family.
Talking about favourite family activities
(discussion).
Grammar: Present Continuous.
Conversational game: ‘Guess what I’m
doing.’

11.

‘My favourite food’ (discussion).
Vocabulary: Food and drink.
Listening: ‘At the Liberty Café’.

21.02

Useful language: Ordering food and drink
in a café. Making requests.
Role play: ‘In a café.’
Asking about job skills (conversational
activity in groups of 3).
Vocabulary: activities at work.
Grammar: Can for ability (positive,
negative, questions).
Conversational game: ‘Interview for a
career change’.
12. Dangerous and strange professions

14.03

(discussion).
Vocabulary: Professions.
Discussion: ‘The best profession is…’ (in
groups of 3-4).
The most popular jobs in the USA and
Estonia (discussion).
Reading: ‘Changing jobs’
The detective conversational game: ‘Find
out my profession’.
13.

‘My best memories’ (conversational game
in groups of 3-4).
Grammar: Past Simple of be: was, were
(positive, negative, questions).
Talking about childhood memories
(conversations in pairs).
Conversational game: ‘Answer my

11.04

question’ (in groups of 3-4).
Vocabulary: Question words.
Listening: ‘Two friends play ‘The Memory
Game’.
Conversational game ‘The memory game’
(in pairs).
14. Conversations in pairs: ‘Where were you

25.04

yesterday, 1 week ago, 1 year ago?’
Vocabulary: Everyday activities.
Grammar: Past Simple regular verbs
(positive, negative, questions).
Conversations in pairs: ‘What did you do
last week?’
Spring celebrations in the USA
(discussion).
Grammar: Past Simple of irregular verbs.
Crossword activity: common irregular
verbs (in groups of 3-4).
Reading and retelling a story: ‘Last Easter
in the USA’.
15. Conversational memory game: ‘My first
love and friends’.
Vocabulary: common irregular verbs.
Listening: Love story.
Conversational activity: Retelling a love
story (in pairs).
Famous American actors (discussion).

02.05

Vocabulary: Important events in life,
dates.
Reading: ‘All about Julia Roberts’.
Grammar: Past Simple (questions).
Conversational game: ’Interview with a
famous American actor’ (in groups of 3-4).

